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### Food, Diet, Nutrition, Growth

**Textbook materials:**

**Film:** *Consuming Kids: The Commercialization of Childhood* (Media Education Foundation and Campaign for Commercial Free Childhood, 2008, 66 mins)

**Articles:**
I collected these lists with the assistance of Andrea Sankar, co-editor of *Medical Anthropology Quarterly*, and Janet Dixon Keller, editor of *Ethos*, in order to save professors time as they refresh their thinking about these topics when they turn to teaching courses. Where possible, I've linked to the source materials. In the case of AAA journals, content will be freely available for September, October, and November of 2011; and members as always have access to these articles amid the half-million full-text items available freely to AAA members on AnthroSource.

Please email any suggestions to Oona Schmid: oschmid@aaanet.org.


**Ethnographies:**